





























































Taking over at a really difficult time for NUS, Liam has shown the leadership
that has been vital to rebuilding our movement. Liam is the only candidate in
this election with a clear vision for where NUS should be headed, and he has
consistently delivered for students right across the board. That ’s why we are
all voting to re-elect him National President and urge you to do the same



When you elected me as NUS President, ours was a
broken movement. A movement which spent more
time arguing about tactics amongst ourselves than
fighting the Governments reforms. A movement that
was seriously considering resigning ourselves to mere
‘consumer watchdogs’ in a system where students
are customers of education. This year, together, we’ve
regained our confidence, momentum and secured real
wins for students. You should be proud of that, but
we’ve got a long way to go.
Elections are about questions and there is one in
particular that anyone seeking the office of National
President should be able to answer: What type of
education do you want our children to have?
An education where academic success is wholly reliant
on your financial background? Where paths to education
and getting a job are so disjointed and incoherent that
they remain hidden from all but the most privileged?
A future where we are lied to at general election after
general election and have to settle for even less control
over how our education is shaped than we have now?
I know you want better for your students today but we
have to step up our fight for those of tomorrow. When
successive governments seek to sell off our education
and cut in all the wrong places, it’s time we paint a
very different picture of what education could look like.
A picture that ends student poverty, transcends the
artificial divides we create between HE and FE and
delivers on youth employment. A picture that puts
students’ and students’ unions in the driving seat.
Let’s be aspirational in our fight for the next
generation while remaining firmly rooted in the needs
of those seeking tertiary education today. It’s not too
much to expect your president to deliver on both. I
want an education system where students:
v are financially secure
v have access to quality, coherent tertiary education
with the promise of a job at the end of it
v are the most influential force during
general elections
v own their institutions like never before.
Over the past year we’ve created a challenging
agenda that will live or die by the strength of
our resolve today. For both the students’ on your
campus now, and a future generation that we hold
a higher responsibility to, I ask to serve as your
president for one more year.

Toni Pearce, Dannie Grufferty, Pete Mercer, Estelle Hart (Vice-President for FE,
Soc&Cit, Welfare and Women’s Officer)
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fee waivers and reforming the National
Students need more cash in their
Scholarship Programme. We will move
pockets now and we shouldn’t be
the student loans terms and conditions
subjected to the current confused and
into primary legislation so that any
misdirected system of financial support
changes face full parliamentary scrutiny.
in the future. From scrapping EMA to
allowing hidden costs to reign, the
v Abolish Hidden Costs: We’ll secure
Government and institutions have got
a promise to abolish hidden course
financial support for students badly
costs and ensure 100% transparency
wrong. Its time we win a system where
pre-application in what students are
students can be academically successful
expected to pay.
regardless of their financial background.
v Student Support Commission: We will
v Bursaries, Fee Waivers and the
convert the 23,000 responses to our
National Scholarship Programme: We
student financial support survey into
will make sure the poorest students
a powerful campaign that puts more
have the cash they need to study by
money in the pockets of learners with
increasing bursaries, abolishing partial
the most need.
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Political parties of all colours are failing
could benefit most by beginning the
us and those to follow. The rhetoric of
journey of creating informed, robust
the ‘squeezed middle’ might resonate
and costed policies today.
for some but not those with most need. v Government Taking Responsibility:
What about the 9% of young people
We will ensure a step change in
who were left unemployed before the
policy development in the interests
recession, never mind the 1.4 million
of young people by securing
now? What about the 50% that go no
the creation of a Minister for
where near a university campus? What
Youth Employment. We’ll call for
about the tens of thousands of students
demonstrations and campaigning
who were either lied to by Liberal
nation wide, uniting young people in
Democrat MPs or simply ignored by
fighting for a better deal.
those of other parties? The 2010 General
Election has proven that students today v Creating a War Chest for 2015: We
will create a long term campaigns fund,
need a new approach for 2015, but far
accumulating an additional £40,000
more fundamentally young people from
in 2015 that can be used by students’
the most disadvantaged backgrounds
need positions of power in our countries unions in election campaigning while
continuing to reduce affiliation fees.
democracy in the future.
v Nations Fighting Fit: We will
v Policies on Education Funding and
strengthen the deal for students in
Much Wider: At the next general
the Nations by reviewing the current
election we will win an education
financial settlement and committing to
system funded and structured in a way additional funding.
that promotes the needs of those who

A Generational Promise...
to fight youth unemployment
and open up education
Our narrative on access and employability
has to be more sophisticated. We’re
prioritising the wrong people and the
wrong policies. You can’t espouse access
to university being paramount when
everything in our divided HE/FE system
stops all but traditional school leavers
from achieving it. You can’t promote skills
accreditation without creating more jobs
or you leave students to fight over an
ever decreasing employment pool. We
need a coherent tertiary education system
that articulates a journey in and out of
learning, and we must unashamedly
prioritise progression job creation in all of
our policies.

• A National Offer of Tertiary Education:

We will win a coherent tertiary education
system where funding, governance
and qualifications help and not hinder
progression through different types
of education. From Apprenticeships
to BTECs, HNDs to ten years of work
experience, don’t tell me that its fair
so many are looked down upon by
employers and universities a like.

• Fighting youth unemployment: From

NUSSL suppliers to institutional tenders,
we will play our part in generating
employment with policies that ensure
procurement of services have youth
employment at their core. We will
increase graduate employment, improve
financial support and increase places by
setting the ground rules for structured
business contributions and sponsorship
in education.

• Good Advice, Regardless of

Background: We will ensure that every
single potential learner knows how to
access education, regardless of whether
or not they have family, friends and
schools who can guide them through
the sectors minefield of propaganda and
confused education reforms, by creating
a digital platform for an army of students
to give good, honest, contextual advise.

“Liam has worked across political parties to support
students. There are issues we agree on, and many
we don  ’t, but that has never stopped Liam engaging
across party boundaries in the interest of students”
Tom Wood, Ben Howlett, Liv Bailey (Chairs of Liberal
Youth, Conservative Future and Labour Students)

A Generational Promise...
to put power in the hands of students
On election I made it clear that the creeping
tendency for NUS to pitch students as
consumers was over. That doesn’t mean
that our students and unions shouldn’t have
far more power in how their education is
shaped. It’s not good enough that students
today can still be marginalised as consultees
or ignored completely by alternative providers.
I want the next generation to inherit a tertiary
education system where they have the
collective power to shape their experience.

• Governance that puts Students in the

Driving Seat: We will put students at the
heart of the system in reality, not just in
Government rhetoric, by championing
a different approach to institutional
governance that truly re-distributes power in
decision making.

• Student Led Teaching Awards: We will

win a step wise change in the quality of
teaching without retreating to the language
of consumers by rolling out the awards to
colleges and universities across the UK,
collating evidence centrally, so we can fight
for better teaching nationally.

• Student Activities and Widening Access:

We will increase access and retention for
those from the poorest backgrounds, as
well as winning additional funding for sports
teams, by empowering our clubs to reach
out to local communities and intervene
when a student thinks about dropping out.

Our Record...
Vision is one thing. Leading to make it
a reality is quite another. I’ve supported
students’ unions to deliver millions of
pounds into students’ pockets during my
time in NUS, a record I’m proud to go head
to head with any presidential candidate on.

• £15m for college student bursaries
• Three year repayment trigger for

part-time students extended to five

• Opposing fee waivers replacing bursaries
delivered hundreds of thousands of
pounds to students across England

• £2m for student parents and a legal
entitlement to financial support for
lone parents

• Over 23,000 responses to the Pound in
your Pocket survey

• Created our Student Led Teaching

Awards programme, securing over
£150,000 for students’ unions

• EMA saved in Scotland
• £150k reduction in affiliation fees and a
commitment to go even further

• Tenancy Deposit Scheme delivered,

saving students over £200 on average

“As NUS UK President, Liam has ensured students  ’ unions in the nations
have got a better deal. Having Liam as President is like having another
sabbatical – he take the time to understand and deliver on issues across
the UK. He has our full support and we hope students  ’ in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland will back him as well.”
Luke Young, Raechel Mattey, Steph Lloyd, Robin Parker, Graeme Kirkpatrick,
Kelley Temple Adrianne Peltz (NUS Wales, Scotland and NUS-USI Officers)

• £30m for HE student support
• Commitment from 90% of the Scottish

Parliament to reject fees, protect places
and increase student support.

Contact Me
Liam.Burns@nus.org.uk • 07919 323 939

• @nus_liam • www.burns4pres.co.uk •

Manifesto available in alternative formats

